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We contrast the distinct frameworks of materials design and physical learning in creating elastic
networks with desired stable states. In design, the desired states are specified in advance and
material parameters can be optimized on a computer with this knowledge. In learning, the material
physically experiences the desired stable states in sequence, changing the material so as to stabilize
each additional state. We show that while designed states are stable in networks of linear Hookean
springs, sequential learning requires specific non-linear elasticity. We find that such non-linearity
stabilizes states in which strain is zero in some springs and large in others, thus playing the role
of Bayesian priors used in sparse statistical regression. Our model shows how specific material
properties allow continuous learning of new functions through deployment of the material itself.
Materials design is generally predicated on knowing
the desired material behavior at the time of design. If
an adaptable material with multiple behaviors is desired,
all potential desired behaviors are usually specified in
advance. As a result, we can optimize design parameters
compatible with all of the specified desired behaviors.
Among mechanical metamaterials, such design has been
fruitfully used to create materials that switch from being
soft to stiff, transparent to opaque or energy absorbing
to elastic, by simply switching between different stable
geometric states of the material [1–11].
Here, we explore an alternative approach, where a ma-
terial learns desired behaviors on the fly by physically ex-
periencing such behaviors in sequence, e.g., by being held
in each desired state for a period of time. Such a learn-
ing framework for materials offers many complementary
strengths to the conventional design framework. For ex-
ample, the precise behaviors needed can be inferred from
the actual conditions of use in real time, instead of an
a priori specification. New functionalities can be gained
during, and due to, use. Such benefits have made learn-
ing a powerful framework in neuroscience and artificial
neural networks, but this framework is relatively unex-
plored in the context of materials [12–14].
However, learning in the context of materials presents
challenges in addition to such opportunities. In the learn-
ing framework, the desired behaviors are not all known
ahead of time but presented sequentially. Thus mate-
rial parameters to encode each desired behavior must be
chosen independently without knowledge of future de-
sired behaviors. Most critically, each stored behavior or
state needs to survive the parameter changes due to the
subsequent learned behaviors and not be overwritten by
them. It is not clear what kinds of material properties
and interactions would allow such sequential learning of
multiple behaviors.
In this work we contrast the requirements for design
and learning of multiple stable states in a simple elastic
network. In the design model, we search over all spring
constants on a computer to stabilize a set of states that
are specified beforehand. In the learning model, the de-
sired states are learned in sequence by example, placing
the material in each of these states for a period of time.
During this time, stabilizing elastic rods or springs with a
rest length grow between particles within some distance
in space, mimicking the seeded growth of microtubules
[15] or self-assembling DNA nanotubes [16]. Thus, in
contrast to design, the learning model is constrained by
locality in space and time – material parameters are mod-
ified only by the local geometry of the current configura-
tion being experienced [13, 14].
As a direct consequence, we find that successful learn-
ing requires non-linear elasticity of a specific type. Pa-
rameterizing the elastic energy of springs in the network
as E ∼ xξ for large extensions x, we find that our design
procedure is optimal for ξ ≈ 2 (Hooke’s law) but learn-
ing requires 0 < ξ ≤ 1. Such nonlinear springs have been
demonstrated using metamaterial designs [17, 18]. We
relate this distinction to the way springs are unequally
strained in a learned state – springs learned for that state
are nearly unstrained while all other springs are highly
strained. Such ‘sparse’ strain profiles are stabilized by
ξ ≤ 1 springs but not for ξ > 1.
We establish these results by relating spring non-
linearity to Bayesian priors used in statistical regression;
such priors can pick out sparse solutions to equations
in which some variables are exactly zero. Much in the
way Bayesian priors dictate sparsity in statistical regres-
sion, the non-linearity of springs dictates that informa-
tion about each learned state is localized in the material.
We hope our analysis of a simple mechanical model will
stimulate further work on the conditions under which
materials can learn new functionalities on the fly.
RESULTS
We seek to create an elastic network of springs connect-
ing N particles in 2 dimensions, such that the network
has M desired stable states (Fig. 1a). Each desired sta-
ble state m = 1, . . .M is specified by the positions x(m)
of the N particles (up to rigid body translations and ro-
tations).
In our design model, we connect the N particles by
Hookean (linear) springs, and solve an optimization prob-
lem for spring constants kij and rest lengths lij that mini-
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FIG. 1. Designing vs learning multiple states: (a) We seek to create an elastic network with specific stable configurations. (b)
In the design approach, all desired states are specified beforehand and then network parameters (connectivity, spring constants,
rest lengths) are optimized to stabilize these states. (c) In learning, the material is physically placed in the desired states in
sequence and the network grows incrementally according to the local geometry of that state (Eq. 1). Hence information about
each desired state is localized to only a fraction of network links (different colors). For learning to succeed, network changes
due to learning state 2 should not interfere with the stability of state 1 or vice-versa.
mizes residual forces at each of the desired configurations
x(m) (Fig. 1b); see Supplementary Note 1 for details.
In the learning model, desired stable states are ac-
quired by sequentially placing the material in the desired
configurations (Fig. 1c). When left in a configuration
x(1) for a length of time, unstretched elastic rods grow
between every pair of particles i, j at a rate f(rij) set by
their separation rij ; we assume that f vanishes rapidly
outside of a characteristic length scale R, so only nodes
within a distance less than R are stabilized by such rods.
Such elastic elements that grow between specific sites are
found both in living systems (e.g., microtubules growing
between centrosomes and centromeres [15, 19]) and in
synthetic systems (e.g., self-assembling DNA nanotubes
[16] growing between seeds).
Since the number of rods grows with time, the effec-
tive spring constant for the set of rods connecting two
particles i, j grows with time and is given by,
dkeffij
dt
= k0f(rij). (1)
Here k0 is the spring constant of each rod, whose rest
length lij is assumed equal to the particle separation rij ,
i.e., rods are unstretched in the desired state. In sim-
ulations, we pick f to be a step function of range R,
f(r < R) = 1, f(r > R) = 0.
Equation 1 describes the learning rule for this mate-
rial; the effective spring constant and rest length between
two particles i, j is determined by the geometric config-
urations experienced by the material and the amount
of time spent in each configuration. When the mate-
rial is deformed and held in a second distinct configu-
ration x(2), additional rods start growing between the
particles according to their positions in the new config-
uration. In some cases, two particles can be joined by
multiple springs with different rest lengths.
Linear and non-linear elasticity
We ran the design and learning algorithms using rods
with linear Hookean elasticity, i.e., with elastic energy
Eij ∼ k0s2ij when strained by sij . The design algorithm,
when run on a pair of randomly generated desired states
x(1) and x(2) of 10 particles, resulted in an elastic network
with two stable minima that resemble x(1) and x(2), as
seen Fig. 2a. These states can be retrieved by any initial
condition within wide attractor regions around x(1),x(2).
In contrast, learning the same two states x(1),x(2) with
linear springs fails (Fig. 2b); the two desired states are
not stable minima of the learned network. The rods
grown to encode state x(1) destabilize, or overwrite, state
x(2) and vice-versa. Initial conditions near either x(1) or
x(2) relax to new minima very different from x(1), x(2).
Why do linear springs allow stabilization of multi-
ple states with design but not with sequential learning?
In design, the desired configurations are known ahead
of time and so each spring’s parameters can be cho-
sen cognizant of all desired configurations. In fact, one
can check that changing one of the desired states, e.g.,
x(1) → x(1) + δx(1) changes stiffness kij and rest length
lij for all springs. In this sense, information about each
desired state is stored in every spring.
However, in a learning model capable of acquiring ar-
bitrary stable states in sequence, the parameter changes
made to store a state x(m) cannot depend on the details of
future desired states [20], and indeed, in this model, does
not depend on past encoded states either. That is, chang-
ing a desired configuration, e.g., x(m) → x(m) + δx(m)
changes the spring parameters kij , lij only for springs
grown while learning state m. Thus, information about
each stored state is confined to a subset of springs.
Consequently, to stabilize a state x(m), the elastic dy-
namics should only attempt to minimize strain to zero
3Designed network
Learned network
Learned network
FIG. 2. Non-linear interactions are essential for learning mul-
tiple states in sequence. (a) Energy landscape of a designed
network with linear (ξ = 2) springs successfully stabilizes de-
sired states (black stars). (b) In the learned network, linear
(ξ = 2) springs learned for each desired state destabilize the
other state, but non-linear (ξ = 0.5) learned springs stabilize
both desired states. (c,d) Repeating learning for non-linear
springs with E ∼ sξ, we find that learned states overwrite
each other for ξ > 1 but are protected from each other with
sufficiently non-linear ξ ≤ 1 springs.
in a subset of all springs while leaving all other springs
stretched arbitrarily as needed. However, the mechanics
cannot possibly know which subset of springs was learned
to stabilize a particular state x(m) and thus which subset
to satisfy.
A clue to solving this problem comes from sparse re-
gression [21, 22]. As an example, consider an under-
determined problem As = b for a vector s. If we know
a priori that an s exists which has some components
that are strictly zero and others non-zero, we can find
such ‘sparse’ solutions s by adding a ‘Bayesian prior’
||s||ξ =∑i sξi to the least squares loss function,
E = ||As− b||2 + ||s||ξ (2)
and then minimizing E [21, 23]. If ξ ≤ 1, such a
Bayesian prior ||s||ξ biases the search towards solutions
s in which some elements of s are strictly zero while oth-
ers are non-zero (i.e., ‘sparse’ solutions). We emphasize
that the Bayesian prior sξ contains no information about
which components of s are to be set to zero; rather, it
biases regression towards such solutions and away from
generic solutions in which all entries of s are non-zero.
We employ a similar strategy here by identifying s
above with the vector of strains in different springs. Let
us assume that the network spring energies take a non-
linear form,
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FIG. 3. Non-linear springs apply a Bayesian prior to the
strain distribution. (a) The energy of the two red springs
is represented by red contours, that of all other springs by
black contours. The whole system’s energy minima will be at
points where these contours are tangent to one another. (b)
If ξ > 1, the minimum is at a generic point with no special
features. (c) If ξ ≤ 1, the minimum is very likely to be at
a red cusp, corresponding to a configuration in which one of
the red springs is unstrained. (d) Typical stable states of a
large N = 100 network have many unstrained springs if and
only if ξ ≤ 1.
E(s) ∼ k0 s
2
(σ2 + s2)1−0.5ξ
, (3)
where k0 is the spring constant and sij ≡ (rij − lij)
is the strain relative to rest length lij . ξ parameterizes
the non-linearity (Fig. 2c); ξ = 2 is a linear Hookean
spring while ξ < 2 springs have softer restoring forces
at large distances, E ∼ sξ. Finally, σ is a small length
scale within which the interaction is linear for any ξ and
is introduced to keep the model realistic, reflecting prac-
tical realizations of non-linear ξ < 2 springs [17, 18]; our
results below hold for σ → 0 as well. See Supplementary
Note 2 for details.
We repeated the same learning procedure on the same
states as earlier - but with non-linear springs ξ < 2.
While the results for 1 < ξ < 2 are qualitatively sim-
ilar to linear springs ξ = 2, ξ < 1 shows qualitatively
different results – learning succeeds in stabilizing multi-
ple states (Fig. 2b,d).
How do we understand this result? It is clear that
forces due to ξ < 1 springs diminish with strain and thus
weaken the effect of strained springs that code for other
states. However, the analogy with Bayesian priors goes
further by explaining the sharp change in behavior at
ξ = 1 due to the non-analytic nature of sξ. Following
work in sparse regression [21], in Fig. 3b,c, we plot the
energy contours for the red springs shown, where the two
red springs have incompatible rest lengths. The constant
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FIG. 4. Optimal non-linearity for learned and designed states.
(a-b) Barrier heights around designed states are highest for
ξ∗ ≈ 2 (linear springs) but highest for learned states at a spe-
cific non-linearity 0 < ξ∗ < 1. Further, learning more states
requires stronger non-linearity ξ∗. (c) We find similar results
by quantifying learning quality by attractor size around stable
states. (d) Learning rules that connect more distant nodes,
i.e., larger range R for f(r) in Eq. 1, lead to larger attractor
basins (see SI for details). L is the system length.
energy contours are cusped for ξ < 1 but not ξ > 1. At
the cusps, one of the two red springs is completely un-
strained while the other contains all the strain. When
minimized in conjunction with other springs (dashed
black contours), minima are exceedingly likely to be at
cusps for ξ < 1, where strain is localized to one spring.
Thus, non-linear ξ < 1 springs stabilize states with
bimodal strain distributions - some springs are highly
strained while others are unstrained. To complete the
analogy with sparse regression, note that the energy of
the system in Fig. 3 resembles Eq. 2. Let Fext represent
forces on the particle in Fig. 2a due to the black springs
(assumed constant for simplicity). In the limit of small
core sizes σ → 0, the red spring energies are given by
E(r) = k(r − l)ξ ≡ ksξ, so that the total energy of the
subsystem shown is,
E = −Fext · x+ k
∑
red
sξa = −Fext · x+ k||s||ξ, (4)
where ||s||ξ is the ξ-norm of the strain vector s for the
red springs. The non-linear elastic energy has the ana-
lytic form of sparse regression, Eq. 2, and thus one of the
red springs is unstrained in each stable minimum. Note
that the springs now play a dual role, both providing the
equation that is to be solved (the equivalent of As = b
in sparse regression), and providing the bias towards a
bimodal strain distribution.
To test this analogy in larger elastic networks, we let a
N = 100 particle network learn two distinct states, and
measured the strain in each spring after relaxing to one
of the states (Fig. 3d). For non-linear springs ξ < 1,
we find a bimodal strain distribution - half of the springs
are considerably strained, while the other half are at (ap-
proximately) zero strain. This result is in stark contrast
to the designed minima with linear springs ξ = 2, for
which all springs are strained.
Optimal non-linearity
The quality of both learning and design can be quan-
tified by the attractor size and barrier heights around
stored states. Large attractors and high energy barriers
allow robust retrieval of states from a larger range of ini-
tial conditions. These measures have long been used to
quantify quality of learning in neural networks [24–26].
We find that quality of designed and learned states, as
measured by barrier heights, is highest at distinct ξ∗; see
Fig. 4a,b. The quality of designed states, for our simple
design algorithm, is optimal for linear springs ξ∗ ≈ 2 and
is relatively insensitive to the number of designed states.
However, the optimal ξ∗ for learned states is 0 < ξ∗ < 1
and varies with the number of learned states. We find
similar results by measuring attractor radius instead of
barrier heights (Fig. 4c). See Supplementary Note 3.
Much as in sparse regression [27, 28], the optimal ξ∗
for learning can be understood as a balance of two factors
– sparsity (smaller ξ) and convexity (larger ξ). Smaller ξ
leads to more sharply cusped energy contours in Fig. 3c
and thus a stronger bias towards bimodal strain distri-
butions with zero strain in some springs (i.e,. sparsity).
However, smaller ξ → 0 also leads to vanishing restoring
forces outside the immediate vicinity of the unstrained
configuration, creating a ‘golf course’ landscape with van-
ishing attractors.
Thus while smaller ξ locally stabilizes each desired
minimum using bimodal strain distributions, larger ξ en-
larges the attractor basin, making these minima easier
to find. Similar considerations in canonical sparse re-
gression problems select ξ∗ = 1 as an optimal choice [21].
The radius of spring connection R plays an important
role in setting the optimal ξ∗ value. We observe that
the additional stabilizing contributions of the springs af-
forded at larger R facilitates the optimal stabilization of
the system at higher ξ∗, and thus with attractors of larger
size, as seen in Fig. 4d (for more information see Supple-
mentary Note 4). L is the length scale of the system.
Pattern Recognition
Finally, we ask whether our learned network with large
robust attractors around the learned states can perform
pattern recognition. To do this, we turn to the MNIST
handwritten digits database [29], and try to teach an
elastic network to recognize the digits ‘0’ and ‘1’ from
examples of these digits.
We trained the elastic network with 5000 samples of
the digits 0 and 1 each from the MNIST database in
5(a) (b) (c) (d)Training
examples
Initial
conditions springs springs
FIG. 5. Elastic networks learn to recognize handwritten dig-
its. (a) Images representing two particle configurations that
we wish to stabilize (adapted from MNIST). The 400 pixel
gray-scale values in each image are interpreted as positions of
400 particles in 1-dimension. We learned a non-linear spring
network using 5000 randomly drawn examples of 0s and 1s
each. (b) Learned networks are then tested by initializing at
configurations corresponding to new unseen examples of ‘0’
and ‘1’. (c) Linear networks fail to learn stereotyped states;
initializing at each test example results in an unique unin-
terpretable state. (d) In contrast, non-linear networks learn
two stereotyped states corresponding to ‘0’ and ‘1’ that are
reliably retrieved in response to unseen examples of ‘0’ and
‘1’ from the MNIST database.
the following way; each 400 pixel image was interpreted
as a 1-d configuration of 400 particles by interpreting
each pixel’s gray-scale value as a particles position in the
interval [0, 1]. The particles in such a state are connected
by elastic rods according to the learning rule in Eq. 1.
For ξ < 1, we find that the training generally creates two
distinct large attractors corresponding to an idealized 0
and 1 respectively (Fig. 5d).
We then test the network by using novel unseen exam-
ples of 0s and 1s from MNIST as initial conditions for the
particles. While these test images are not identical to any
particular 0 or 1 used in training, the elastic network still
retrieves the correct stored 0 or 1 state. Thus the non-
linear ξ ≤ 1 elastic network learns states 0 and 1 with
sufficiently large attractors to accommodate the typical
handwriting variations seen in the MNIST database.
DISCUSSION
In this work we contrasted a design and a learning
framework for creating multi-stable elastic networks. We
found that continually learning novel states without over-
writing existing states requires a specific non-linear elas-
ticity ξ ≤ 1. The learning model here relies on sponta-
neous growth of stabilizing rods between nearby nodes, a
behavior displayed by microtubules [15], DNA nanotubes
[16] and other such seeded self-assembling tubes [30–32].
The non-linearity ξ plays a unique role as a material
design parameter. Most material parameters (e.g., lij ,
kij of springs here) encode information about desired
states. But ξ encodes an assumption about how informa-
tion about desired states is distributed among parameters
lij , kij of different springs. Learning localizes information
about each state to a subset of all springs. Hence stabi-
lizing learned states requires ξ < 1, establishing states in
which some springs are fully relaxed even if others are
highly strained, i.e., the strain profile is sparse. In this
way, the non-linearity ξ is mathematically analogous to
Bayesian priors in statistical regression that encode as-
sumptions about the sparse nature of solutions. However,
the elastic network here goes beyond the classic sparsity
problem (Eq. 2); the network has 2-d spatial geometry
absent in Eq. 2 and is more closely related to (unsolved)
sparse reconstruction of 2-d maps from pairwise distances
between cities [33]. Consequently, we can explore how
physical parameters with no analog in Eq. 2, such as the
maximum range of learned interactions R (Fig. 4d) and
spatial correlations between stored states, affect the op-
timal non-linearity ξ (Supplementary Note 4).
Learning and design have complementary strengths, as
seen before in neural networks and spin glasses. For ex-
ample, Hopfield [34] introduced neural networks that can
learn arbitrary novel memories in sequence using a bio-
logically plausible ‘Hebbian’ learning rule. Gardner [35]
showed that the same model has a higher memory capac-
ity if we assume an optimally designed network in lieu of
learning. However, Gardner’s network can be designed
only when all desired memories are known — and must
be redesigned from scratch to include new memories.
Similarly, in materials, design might be sufficient if all
desired states are known beforehand and unlimited com-
putational power is available, since design allows opti-
mization over all design parameters. In contrast, learning
is a physically constrained exploration of the same design
parameters. However, such constrained exploration can
be superior when the desired behaviors are not known a
priori and revealed only during use of the material it-
self. We hope the simple mechanical model studied here
will stimulate further work on realistic learning rules that
allow materials to acquire new functionalities on the fly.
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Supplementary Note 1 - Design of multiple stable
states with linear and non-linear springs
As a simple model for weakly strained elastic materials, linear (Hookean) springs are often
used for theoretical constructions of elastic networks. Each of the two nodes connected by
a linear spring of stiffness k and rest length l, and separated by distance r, feels a force
|F| = k|r − l|. The energy associated with the straining of the spring is E = 1
2
k(r − l)2.
Suppose we construct a network with N nodes embedded in d-dimensional space. Each
2 nodes (located at xi,xj) are connected by a linear spring of stiffness kij and rest length
lij. The energy of the elastic network is
E({x}) = 1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
kij(rij − lij)2, (1)
where rij ≡ ||xi − xj|| are the distances between nodes. The stable configurations (min-
ima) of this energy function are found by equating the gradient of Eq. 1 with respect to
node positions to zero:
0 = ∂xaE =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
kij(rij − lij)∂rij
∂xa
. (2)
This procedure gives Nd equations that have to be satisfied simultaneously for the Nd
node coordinates. Note that Eq. 2 is not linear in node coordinates, as the distances in
dimension d are computed by rij =
√∑
d(xi,d − xj,d)2 (manifestly nonlinear in xi for d > 1,
but even for d = 1→ rij = |xi − xj|). Due to the nonlinear relation of rij to xi, xj, multiple
solutions {x?} can satisfy Eq. 2 simultaneously. Even though one still needs to check the
second derivative at the proposed configuration {x?} to test if it is a stable minimum, in
practice we find that there indeed exist multiple stable points for two-dimensional embed-
dings. Simulating small systems with up to 12 nodes in 2d, we find that the number of
minima scales linearly with node number (Fig. S1).
These multiple minima in the potential energy landscape, if moved around, could be
utilized to program the desired stable configurations. This is possible by careful choice of
1
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FIG. 1. Number of stable configurations in a network of linear springs grows linearly with the size
of the system.
the stiffness values kij and rest lengths lij of all springs. Note that even tough Eq. 2 is
nonlinear in node positions {x}, it is linear in both kij and aij ≡ kij · lij. Suppose we want to
solve the system of equations 2 for M different node configurations denoted by {x}m, giving
rise to distance matrices rmij . Solution to such linear systems of equations can generally be
found if the number of equations (NdM) is less than the number of variables (0.5N2d). To
design linear springs with multiple desired stable points, we thus numerically solve Eq. 2
simultaneously for the desired configurations {x}m to get the values of kij, lij, and then
check that the obtained elastic network is indeed stable in all of these configurations.
The particular algorithm discussed above is only defined for linear springs with ξ = 2, as
defined in the main text. Still, a design protocol for spring-node systems with any value of
non-linearity ξ is possible. With non-linear springs the force balance of Eq. 2 becomes:
0 = ∂xaE ∼
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
kij(rij − lij)ξ−1∂rij
∂xa
, (3)
which is unfortunately non-linear in the rest lengths lij. In similar spirit to the above
algorithm, we minimize the sum-squared of all NdM equations due to the set of Eq. 3 over
the design parameters kij, lij. If minimization succeeds in finding perfect (zero) solutions, it
2
gives sets kij, lij for which the nodes feel very little force in all of the M stable states. We
can then numerically check whether these states are stable.
The capacity of designed networks to store multiple stable states MC is expected to
scale linearly with system size (number of nodes N). This idea arises as stabilizing M
states requires the simultaneous satisfaction of NdM constraints using 0.5N2d parameters
as discussed above. These two numbers match for a critical number of states MC ∼ N ,
and for M > MC no solution exists in general. Unfortunately, this prediction is difficult to
corroborate numerically due to the computationally NP-hard nature of the design problem.
Supplementary Note 2 - Energy model for nonlinear
springs
The main text establishes that to enable the learning paradigm to store multiple stable
states in an elastic networks, one needs to utilize nonlinear springs with certain properties.
Most importantly, if a spring is to hold information about one configuration associated to
it, the spring should apply a strong force only when the system is close to its associated
configuration. One simple way to parametrize such forcing is to use a spring whose force
when pulled away from the preferred length is F ∼ (r− l)ξ−1. Clearly, if one chooses ξ = 2,
the limit of linear springs is obtained once more, where the force gets stronger the further
the spring is strained.
If one chooses 0 < ξ < 1, the spring’s response weakens as it is strained. Unfortunately
such springs are nonphysically singular for r = l. One way to counter this singularity is to
introduce a linear ”core” spring, with some length scale σ, such that the spring behaves like
a linear spring for |r − l| < σ, and non-linearly otherwise. If we define a non-dimensional
strain u ≡ (r − l)σ−1, the energy of such a spring can can be written as:
E(u) =
1
2
kσξ · u
2
(1 + u2)1−0.5ξ
, (4)
with r the spring length, k stiffness, l, σ the rest length and ”core” size, respectively. The
prefactor σξ is chosen so that the long range forces u → ∞ are independent of the core
size σ, and that the ξ = 2 limit is the desired linear spring. In this model, spring non-
3
linearity is controlled by the exponent ξ, defined in a way to recapitulate the behavior of
regularizers in optimization problems. A choice of ξ = 2 gives rise to linear springs, akin to
ridge regularization, while ξ = 1 gives long range constant forces E ∼ u, similar to LASSO
regularization. The extreme limit ξ = 0 defines springs whose energy is a Lorentzian.
Outside the core region, such springs exert forces that diminish quickly as F ∼ u−1. In
general, the force due to the nonlinear springs is
F (u) = kσξ−1u · 1 + 0.5ξu
2
(1 + u2)2−0.5ξ
. (5)
The crucial property of this family of spring potentials is the force behavior at large
strains, far beyond the core u  1. At large strains the force applied by the springs is
F ∼ uξ−1, a form which goes through an important transition at ξ = 1. For springs with
ξ > 1, the restoring force grows with strain, while for ξ < 1 the force diminishes. This
transition causes an important change of behavior when such spring potentials are summed
together, as shown in Fig. S2. The minima of individual springs are preserved for ξ < 1,
while these minima are overwritten for springs with ξ > 1. We conclude that only springs
with ξ < 1 (or more generally, springs whose force diminishes with range) enable the learning
paradigm described in the main text. In learning, we would like the information about each
stored state to be localized to a subset of springs, and that adding more springs for new
states does not overwrite the previously stored information. Figure S2 clarifies that springs
whose force grow with strain are completely unfit for this purpose.
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FIG. 2. The sum energy of two springs goes through a transition at ξ = 1. The energy minimum
of each spring is preserved for ξ < 1, while these minima are overwritten for ξ > 1. In essence, the
information on minima of ξ < 1 springs is stored with each individual spring. (Black dotted lines
correspond to the individual potentials of two nonlinear springs with given ξ, bold blue lines show
the sum of the two potentials, shifted up for clarity).
Supplementary Note 3 - Numerical exploration of
mechanical networks
Testing predictions about learning elastic networks requires the numerical construction
of such networks, and the ability to explore their potential energy landscape. This section
describes some of the technical aspects involved in simulating these networks and deducing
their properties. The codes to produce and study the elastic networks is implemented in
Python and available upon request.
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Network construction
The elastic networks simulated for this work consist of N nodes embedded in a 2d box of
size 1× 1. For each desired system configuration (stored state), node positions are sampled
uniformly at random within the boundary of the box. Each multi-stable system of this type
with M states is thus described by M × N × 2 positions in the range [0, 1]. Springs are
attached between pairs of nodes according the paradigm studied (design, learning).
For the study of design, we fully connect all pairs of nodes in the system with linear
springs (ξ = 2). These springs are chosen to take into account all of the desired states
simultaneously. The choice of springs (stiffness and rest length values) is made by solving
the set of equations 2 in Supplementary Note 1. Construction of fully connected designed
networks with non-linear springs (ξ 6= 2) is facilitated by optimizing forces at the desired
stored states (Supplementary Note 1).
System with learned states are constructed by attaching a set of springs between pairs of
nodes for each stored state. We generally do not fully connect the nodes, instead opting to
connect a spring between nodes within a certain chosen distance R, as outlined in the main
text. All springs in this paradigm have the same spring stiffness k, core size σ and non-
linearity parameter ξ. The springs only differ in their rest length, chosen so that the springs
are relaxed in their respective state. Thus, learning is ’easy’ in the sense that no computation
is required to choose the new set of springs in new stored states. This suggests learning can
be performed by a rather simple, physically passive system, whose time evolution depends
only on its current configuration.
Estimation of attractor size and barrier height
When M > 1 states are encoded into a network, it is of immediate interest to check
whether these states are stable at all. We define a stable state ~X(m) (N × 2 spatial vector)
by the following requirement: when the system is released from ~X(m) and allowed to relax to
a nearby stable minimum of the potential energy landscape, the relaxed configuration ~X
(m)
∗
is close in configuration space to ~X(m). We consider states to be preserved if the average
displacement per degree of freedom after relaxation is much smaller than the size of the box.
The potential core size σ is used as this stability cutoff ||
~X
(m)
∗ − ~X(m)||
2N
< σ, where the typical
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core size is ∼ 1% of the box size. If the different encoded states pass this test, we say that
the states are stable, and the encoding was successful. See Supplementary Note 4 for more
details on the stability of stored states.
In an effort to find optimal schemes for storing stable states in elastic networks, basic
stability does not suffice, and we require additional measures of merit. A natural approach
is to study the attractor basins of the encoded states, specifically their spatial extent and
the energetic barriers surrounding them. The larger the attractor basin, the configuration
can more reliably be retrieved when the system is released farther away from its minimum.
High energy barriers surrounding the state basins improve their stability when the system
is subjected to finite temperatures or other types of noise.
Unfortunately both attractor size and energy barrier are non-local properties of the at-
tractor, requiring many high-dimensional measurements away from the stable state. Rather
than exhaustively studying the attractor basin shape and height, we employ a procedure as
follows: at the stable state, choose a random direction and take the system a small amount
in that direction. Relax the system from the new position and verify whether it relaxed
into the same stable state. If so repeat the last step, but take the system slightly farther
away in the same direction as before. Repeat these steps until the system no longer relaxes
to the initial state, but instead reaches another stable point of the landscape. Measuring
the distance required to move the system in order to escape the attractor, and the energy
at that distance, furnishes an estimate of both the attractor size and the energy barriers
around it. We repeat the above process to average the results over many different random
directions in configuration space.
An important correction is needed for the above estimation, in particular for the flatter
spring potentials ξ  1. Attractors arising from these potentials tend to be very flat far from
the core region σ surrounding each stored state. Although flat regions mathematically belong
to some attractor basin, releasing the system in these regions will require long relaxation
times, and relaxation dynamics are highly unstable to external noise. We therefore define
a ’useful’ attractor, such that the gradient that leads relaxation towards the stable point
is large enough. In practice, we cut-off the attractor defined by the previous algorithm
when the relaxation force is smaller than a fraction (∼ 0.5) of the typical force within the
core distance σ. The inclusion of this force (gradient) requirement gives rise to an optimal
non-linearity value 0 < ξ < 1 for learned states, as shown in the main text.
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Supplementary Note 4 - Stability of learned states
In the main text we established the usefulness of learning with non-linear springs as a
means of programming multiple stable states into an elastic network. In this section we
discuss some limitations of this idea, such as the finite capacity of node-spring networks,
and the effect of connectivity within a state and correlations between states on the quality
of learning.
Storing capacity
Nonlinear spring networks (with ξ < 1) can stabilize multiple states through sparsity
- springs associated with a certain state dominate the response of the network when it is
situated close to that state. Springs associated with other states are highly stretched, yet
apply small forces that further diminish at high strains. Still, force contributions of springs
unrelated to the desired state are finite and act to destabilize that state.
The learned networks studied in this work exhibit destabilization of learned states due
to the effect of springs associated with other stored states. Figure S3a shows a typical
scenario observed in these networks, where a desired state is stable when the overall number
of learned states is low. Then, an abrupt threshold (capacity) is passed after which the state
destabilizes completely and the system relaxes into a configuration that looks completely
different from the desired stored state. Generically, all learned states fail in this way at a
similar capacity value (Fig. S3b). This capacity is well-defined and observed to depend on
the parameters of the system, such as size N and non-linearity ξ.
Let us now argue for a scaling relation of the storing capacity. Suppose a system of N
nodes is used to learn M + 1 states. In configurations close to state 1, N springs will apply
a stabilizing force FS, while the rest N ×M springs will act to destabilize the state with
force FDS. All stabilizing springs provide a force in the same stabilizing direction such that
FS ∼ N . If we assume the N×M destabilizing forces due to unrelated springs are randomly
oriented and similar in magnitude, the total destabilizing force would behave like a random
walk and have a magnitude FDS ∼
√
N ×M . The capacity of the system is reached when
the magnitude of the destabilizing force is equal to that of the stabilizing force, so that
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FIG. 3. Programming stored states using the learning paradigm exhibits finite capacity. a) Each
stored state is affected by springs associated with other states. Initially the new springs have a
small effect and the state remains a stable attractor. However, eventually states destabilize due
to the forces exerted by the other stored states (Blue squares denote a certain stored state, black
circles show the nearby stable configuration). This state fails when 13 statess are simultaneously
encoded (N = 100, ξ = 0.6). b) When node displacement is averaged over stored states, we observe
a sharp failure of all stored states close to a specific load, defined as the capacity (12− 13 states in
this case). c) Capacity scales linearly with system size N .
FDS(MC) ∼ FS →MC ∼ N. (6)
The capacity of a learning network is expected to scale linearly with system size, similarly
to other Hopfield-inspired learning models [1]. This prediction was tested in networks with
of sizes N = 6− 26 and for several values of the non-linearity ξ. Results shown in Fig. S3c
are consistent with the linear scaling suggested above. Theoretical arguments of a similar
nature suggest another scaling relation MC ∼ exp(−ξ), also in agreement with numerical
data. However, we regard the capacity dependence on non-linearity to be of lesser interest,
as other metrics for quality of encoding (barrier height and attractor size), discussed in the
main text, are more important for the robustness of learning.
Connectivity of nodes
It is well known that the rigidity of elastic networks strongly depends on node coordination
- the number of springs connected to the different nodes. Rigid networks are characterized
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FIG. 4. Effects of node connectivity and state similarity on the quality of encoding the stored
states. (a-c) Connectivity between nodes 〈Z〉 increases with the effective connection radius R.
We find that the more internally connected a state is, the larger its attractor size, and higher the
optimal value of the non-linearity parameter ξ (N = 100). (d-f) Trying to store similar states is
more difficult than random states. When the mean distance between nodes in successive states are
small, attractors basin are also small, and successful encoding requires small values of ξ, and thus
flat potentials (N = 100).
by coordination numbers exceeding the Maxwell condition [2]. Then, a stable state of the
over-constrained network can be understood as a minimum point of the energy landscape
constructed of the spring potentials. Further increasing the coordination of nodes - or their
connectivity to other nodes, usually results in stable states surrounded by higher energy
barriers.
This argument suggests an intriguing possibility, that increasing connectivity in learned
network may improve the stability and quality of the state storage. Such an outcome is
possible as the act of adding more non-linear (ξ < 1) springs associated with a certain
stored state is not expected to significantly alter the state itself, since the rest lengths are
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chosen to stabilize this state. On the other hand, the extra springs may increase the height
of energy barriers surrounding the state, making it more stable against temperature and
noise. Furthermore, increasing connectivity may also enlarge the attractor regions of stored
states, as the extra constraints induced by the new springs may suppress ’distractor’ states
(spurious energy minima due to partial satisfaction of the frustrated interactions).
In the context our learning paradigm, connectivity is controlled by the effective radius
of rod growth R defined in the main text. If states are constructed by randomly placing N
nodes in a d-dimensional square box of length L, it is easy to see that the average connectivity
scales as 〈Z〉 ∼ NRd while R  L. We use N = 100, ξ < 1 networks to test the effect of
node connectivity on the attractor size of stored states. Results presented in Figure S4(a-c)
verify that the quality of state storage, as measured by the attractor size of states, improves
with their connectivity.
State similarity
In most of this work we considered stored states that are completely uncorrelated between
themselves, i.e. the position of a node in each stored state is independent of its position
in other states. In practice, it might be easier conceive of elastic networks whose different
stable states are not too different from one another, in which neighboring nodes in one
configuration will remain neighbors in other configurations. Furthermore, some applications
(e.g. classification of similar objects) may require different stored states to be correlated
to differing extents. In general, encoding correlated (i.e. similar) states is expected to
negatively affect the stability of these states and their quality (as measured by attractor
properties as size and barrier heights).
To test the impact of similarity between states, we embedded a N = 100 network with
states in which the average displacement of nodes in successive states was controlled. Fig-
ure S4(d-f) shows that the larger the difference between states, the larger their respective
attractor sizes. In addition, larger differences between states allows their stabilization at
higher ξ values, which is expected to improve the heights of energy barriers surrounding
them and further suppress distractor states. Still, we show that it is possible to encode
multiple states in elastic networks, even when the average difference between stored states
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is a small multiple of σ (the potential core size, within which states are indistinguishable).
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